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ABSTRACT In the heterogeneous interference and target-rich environment, the clutter-plus-noise covariance

matrix (CCM) estimate with a good match for the cell under test is significant for space–time adaptive

processing. In this paper, an intelligent sample selection method is proposed to estimate the CCM and, thus,

to suppress the clutter in the heterogeneous background. First, the proposed method applies the sample

amplitude and the spatial relationship between the sample and the antenna beam center to describe the

characteristics of samples, which preliminarily selects the crucial homogeneous and heterogeneous samples

based on the joint histogram property. Then, the generalized inner product value and the spatial included

angle are used to work as two representative features for the training samples as well as the testing samples.

Based on the feature vector, the multi-dimensional feature projection based on the kernel function is carried

out to achieve the offline training classifier, and the testing samples are classified with intelligence in the

multi-dimensional feature space by utilizing the trained support vector machine. Due to the utilization of

space–time property in representative feature extraction and intelligent strategy for the decision-making

process, the proposed method acquires more reliable and efficient sample selection results compared with

most of conventional sample selection methods. The experimental results based on the simulated and

measured data show the effectiveness of the proposed method.

INDEX TERMS Space-time adaptive processing (STAP), sample selection, clutter-plus-noise covariance

matrix (CCM), heterogeneous environment, support vector machine (SVM).

I. INTRODUCTION

For space-based early warning radar working under down-

looking mode, clutter suppression is important to meet the

requirements of moving target detection. It is well-known

that space-time adaptive processing (STAP) is a crucial tool

to suppress the background clutter. However, the detec-

tion background [1], [2] is usually non-homogeneous

and non-stationary because of the type-different and

altitude-fluctuated backscattering scatterers [3], isolated

interferences [4], and the spatial-dependent irradiation

property of platform-moving radar systems, such as the

range-dependent changes of the clutter space-time spectrum

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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caused by the antenna gain and the yaw angle of the platform

during the data collection [5]. The Clutter-plus-noise Covari-

ance Matrix (CCM) estimated by the sample covariance

matrix would exhibit mismatched clutter statistical properties

compared with the cell under test (CUT), which results in

sever performance degradation in clutter suppression. Thus,

it is necessary to select the independent identical distribu-

tion (IID) training samples for the CUT to well suppress the

heterogeneous background clutter.

In recent years, non-homogeneity detection (NHD)method

is proposed to find the homogeneous and target-free sam-

ples for STAP in heterogeneous environment. In the liter-

ature [6], [7], generalized inner product (GIP) method is

developed to improve the CCM estimation accuracy by elim-

inating the nonhomogeneous samples. However, this method
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cannot work properly for the extremely heterogeneous envi-

ronment because the initial CCM estimated by using all the

samples severely deviates from the true one due to the high

ratio of the nonhomogeneous samples. To handle the prob-

lem, the sample iteration weighting method [8] calculates

the sample weighting coefficient iteratively to achieve the

matched CCM estimation for the GIP processing. Since the

iterative times for the method depends on the initial CCM

value in a large degree, sometimes the greatly unmatched

initial CCM would lead to a high computation complexity

and limit its application. Knowledge-aided (KA) methods,

i.e. Bayesian method [9] and KA-GIP NHD method [10],

require prior radar parameters and environment information

to estimate a better CCM and thus to enhance clutter sup-

pression performance. However, the prior information may

become inaccurate or even unavailable when the environment

is changed. Under the condition, their clutter suppression per-

formance deteriorates severely. Intelligent sample selection

methods [11], [12], in which the classifier is achieved offline

by employing a large number of training samples based on

unsupervised training strategy, are called as learning-based

STAP (LBSTAP). This method utilizes multiple features to

improve the estimation accuracy of CCM. However, the high

dimension of the feature space inevitably increases the com-

putational complexity and this case may not be suitable for

real-time STAP processing.

To deal with the issue, an intelligent sample selection

method for STAP in heterogeneous environment is proposed

in this paper. Firstly, the training samples, including homo-

geneous samples and heterogeneous samples, are marked by

employing the joint histogram property of amplitude and spa-

tial included angle. Then, GIP value and the spatial included

angle are extracted from these marked samples as the rep-

resentative feature vector. Based on this, high-dimensional

feature projection using the kernel function is carried out to

achieve the offline training classifier, and the testing sam-

ples are classified in high-dimensional space by utilizing

the trained support vector machine (SVM). Compared with

current sample selection methods, the proposed method pos-

sesses the following characteristics. On one hand, the samples

are classified with the trained SVM based on the probability

property, which avoids the unreliability of artificial deci-

sion strategy employed in the conventional sample selection

weighting methods. On the other hand, supervised learning

method is adopted in view of the point that only represen-

tative features are required in the feature extraction process.

Accordingly, poor real-time processing ability of unsuper-

vised learning method due to high feature space dimension

can be much relieved. The results on simulated and measured

data show that the proposed method achieves a significant

performance improvement for STAP in heterogeneous envi-

ronment.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. The signal

model of STAP is introduced in Section II. In Section III,

the proposed sample selection method is depicted in detail,

where clutter suppression performance and the computation

complexity are analyzed. The experimental results based on

simulated and measured data are shown in Section IV to ver-

ify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, a brief

conclusion is drawn in Section V.

FIGURE 1. Geometry of side-looking array antenna.

II. STAP MODEL

The geometry of side-looking antenna array is illustrated in

Figure 1. Assuming that the radar antenna is composed of N

elements with an interval of d , the number of pulses during

one coherent processing interval (CPI) is K . Cl denotes the

scatter number in the l th range bin, where 1 ≤ l ≤ L. Thus,

the return data of the l th range bin can be expressed as

H0 : xl =

Cl
∑

i=1

Gi

(

sit ⊗ sis

)

+ Nl

H1 : xl =

Cl
∑

i=1

Gi

(

sit ⊗ sis

)

+ Gtar
(

start ⊗ stars
)

+ Nl (1)

where H0 and H1 stand for the target-free and target-present

cases, respectively, Nl represents the Gaussian white noise,

Gi and Gtar denote the complex amplitude of the ith scatter

and the target, respectively, symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker

product operation, and j = sqrt(−1). Let the normalized tem-

poral steering vector and spatial steering vector for clutter are

expressed as sit and s
i
s, respectively, while the normalized tem-

poral steering vector and spatial steering vector of target are

expressed as start and stars , respectively. The above-mentioned
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vectors for targets are given by:






















start =

[

1, e
j2π ( 2V

λ·fr
cos θtar+

2v
λ·fr

)
, . . . ,

e
j2π ( 2V

λ·fr
cos θtar+

2v
λ·fr

)(K−1)
]T

stars =

[

1, ej2π
d
λ
cos θtar , . . . , ej2π

d
λ
cos θtar (N−1)

]T

(2)

where fr indicates the pulse repetition frequency (PRF), V is

the platform velocity, λ is the wave length of radar signal,

θtar is the cone angle, v is the target velocity, and the sub-

script T denotes the transpose operation. The velocity of

ground clutter is assumed to be 0 m/s, and then one can know

that sit and s
i
s of clutter are special cases of equation (2) with

v = 0 m/s. When a target presents in the CUT, the target

signal differences in the spatial steering vector and the tem-

poral steering vector from clutter are the key factor for STAP

processing to suppress clutter and remain the target.

Consider that the full-dimensional STAP method has a

high computational complexity in the order of O(NK )3 and

requires 2NK homogeneous samples at least to achieve a

maximum of 3dB performance deterioration theoretically.

Hence, it is usually not suitable for real-time processing for

most cases in the real world.

The dimension-reduced method is widely used to reduce

the computational complexity of STAP [2]. Let T ∈ C
NM×PQ

denotes the reduced-dimension matrix. P and Q stand for the

degrees of freedom (DOFs) in the spatial domain and the

temporal domain, respectively. The dimension-reduced data

of the l th range bin can be rewritten as

xTl = THxl (3)

where (·)H is the conjugate transpose operation.

The dimension-reduced steering vector of the target can be

re-represented as

sT = TH (start ⊗ stars ) (4)

By employing the linearly constrained minimum variance

criterion, the optimal weight vector for dimension-reduced

STAP is generally defined as:

wT =
R−1
T sT

sHT R
−1
T sT

(5)

where RT =
∑

l

xTlx
H
Tl represents the dimension-

reduced CCM.

III. INTELLIGENT SAMPLE SELECTION METHOD

Based on the dimension-reduced STAP model, an intelligent

sample selection method is proposed in this section.

A. FEATURE EXTRACTION

1) DATA PREPROCESSING

During radar observation on a moving aircraft, the platform

sometimes yaws in practice and the non-side-looking trajec-

tory leads to the clutter temporal and spatial spectrum being

range-dependent. In the point, the necessary compensation

process is performed to ensure the clutter samples in different

range bins with the IID property.

a: TEMPORAL COMPENSATION

The temporal domain compensation function of the ith

(1 ≤ i ≤ N ) channel can be expressed as

x
′

l,i = xl,i · exp
(

−j2πDopplerCenterl,i · T k,i
)

(6)

where xl,i stands for the range-pulse domain signal of the ith

channel in the l th range bin, the variable T k,i is given by

T k,i = [0 : K − 1] /fr , and the Doppler center of the l th

range bin is expressed as:

DopplerCenterl,i=
angle(mean(xl,i(i,2:K )·(xl,i(i,1:K -1))))

2π fr
(7)

where angle (·) and mean (·) represent the angle calculation

and averaging operation, respectively.

b: SPATIAL COMPENSATION

The spatial domain compensation function of the ith

(1 ≤ i ≤ N ) channel can be indicated as:

x
′′

l,i = x
′

l,i · exp
(

−j2πWl,i

)

(8)

Wl,i =
(i− 1)d

λ
· cos(θazimuth)sin (θdown) (9)

where θazimuth is the azimuth angle, and θdown is the down-

wards angle.

2) SAMPLE MARKING

Different types of samples can be trained with classifier

on condition that the category information of the train-

ing samples has been obtained in advance. That is to say,

the marking operation for training samples should be com-

pleted beforehand. Since a limited CPI is used for a quick

detection of interested targets and different objects cannot

be directly distinguished in the range-azimuth-compressed

image with a low resolution, the sample marking methods

in high-resolution images based on image gray level and

image structure information becomes unsuitable. To address

the issue, two relevant features, i.e., the amplitude distribu-

tion and the spatial included angle distribution, are created

to describe the samples characteristics and then the sample

marking operation is proposed.

a: AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION

For the pre-processed data in the range-Doppler domain, the

amplitude probability of the l th (1 ≤ l ≤ L) sample plamp
is computed by counting for the amplitude probability of L

samples, and then normalize plamp using Plamp =
plamp

max(plamp)
.

The samples account for a high proportion in the sample

amplitude probability histogram is more possible to belong

to the dominant scatter type in the observation scene. Thus,

The large proportion is usually to be regarded as the homo-

geneous samples, while the samples in a small proportion are

considered as the heterogeneous ones.
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b: SPATIAL INCLUDED ANGLE DISTRIBUTION

With xl_ fft indicating the l th pre-processed sample in

range-Doppler domain, the spatial included angle between

the CUT steering vector sT_ ff and the l th sample steering

vector xl_ fft can be expressed as

βl = acosd(
xHl_ fftsT_ ff

∣

∣xl_ fft
∣

∣ ·
∣

∣sT_ ff
∣

∣

) (10)

Then, the spatial included angle probability distribution is

estimated with L samples, i.e., plangle, and its normalized form

for the l th sample is defined as Plangle =
plangle

max(plangle)
.

For the L samples in the Doppler channel of fd0 in the

range-Doppler domain, the temporal steering vector of the

CUT is the same as that of the l th sample. Therefore,

the spatial included angle of space-time steering vector are

equivalent to that of the spatial steering vector. With data pre-

processing operation, the steering vector of the l th clutter cell

is given by

xl_ fft (fd0)=

[

1,exp

(

j
πd

V
fd0

)

, . . . ,exp

(

j
π (N − 1) d

V
fd0

)]T

(11)

One can see that the interference phase between the CUT

and the clutter cell in Doppler channel fd0 is irrelevant to

the cell position and thus the spatial included angle βl is

identical for each clutter cell. In fact, the actual sample

cell may also contain the extended target components of

the CUT and other interference targets. Consequently, there

will be a spatial included angle difference 1βl between

homogeneous clutter samples and these heterogeneous inter-

ference samples. Based on this, different types of samples

can be distinguished reasonably. Here, 1βl is related to the

interference-to-clutter ratio. Considering that the interference

phase would be impacted by the array error and signal to

clutter plus noise ratio (SCNR) of the received echo, a slight

expansionmay occur in the spatial included angle distribution

for L samples. The above sample selection method does not

depend on the characteristics of the CUT, so it is applicable

for different cases without regard to the existence of targets

in the CUT.

c: MARKING SAMPLES WITH DIFFERENT TYPES

Based on the characteristics of the amplitude distribution

and the spatial included angle distribution for the training

samples, homogeneous samples and heterogeneous samples

are marked in this section.

Let Pltotal = Plamp + Plangle, and Pltotal is sorted in

descending order. In heterogeneous environment, the sample

number L is subject to the condition L ≫ 2PQ in STAP pro-

cessing. Thus the first min{4PQ,L/2} samples are regarded

as the homogeneous samples, which are marked as ω = 1.

Meanwhile, the samples whose amplitude probability or spa-

tial included angle probability belong to the minor peak lobes

are regarded as heterogeneous samples, which are marked

as ω = 2. The remaining samples without distinctive char-

acteristics are marked as ω = 3. A graphic expression for the

marking results is indicated in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. A graphic expression for the marking results.

3) FEATURE EXTRACTION

a: FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR THE TRAINING SAMPLES

The modified CCM is obtained using the homogeneous sam-

ples in the set {ω = 1} as

Rref =
∑

i

xTix
H
Ti, i ∈ {ω = 1} (12)

Then the GIP value of the l th sample is expressed as

yl = E[xHTlR
−1
ref xTl] (13)

Here, let yl be the first feature and the spatial included

angle βl be the second feature. The feature space of the homo-

geneous samples is given by
{

yω=1
training, β

ω=1
training

}

. Similarly,

the feature space for the heterogeneous samples is given by
{

yω=2
training, β

ω=2
training

}

.

b: FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR THE TESTING SAMPLES

Analogous to the above feature extraction method for the

training samples, the feature space of the testing samples is

written as
{

ytesting, β testing
}

.

B. CLASSIFIER TRAINING

Assume the feature vector of the ith sample is represented as

d i(i ∈ {ω = 1||ω = 2}), Symbol || denotes the OR operation.

Then a set of weight vector w and bias terms b of the samples

which possess a minimum distance from the classification

hyperplane are required to satisfy
∣

∣wT d i + b
∣

∣ = 1. Herein,

the distance is 2/ ‖w‖2F , where ‖·‖F stand for F norm opera-

tion. Thus, the max classification distance between the homo-

geneous samples and the heterogeneous samples is obtained

based on classification hyperplane. The selection of the opti-

mal classification hyperplane is equivalent to maximize the

following objective function

max
w

(‖w‖2F /2 −

L
∑

i=1

αi[ri(w
Td i + b) − 1]) (14)
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where αi stands for the Lagrange coefficient, and αi ≥ 0, and

ri ∈ {1, 2} stand for the category of the ith sample.

FIGURE 3. Non-linear mapping based on kernel function.

From equation (14), the non-linear classification problem

is transformed into a linear classification problem by using

kernel function K(d i, d) [13]. Figure 3 illustrates the above

process. Samples with different types in the original feature

space RA cannot be divided directly, while these two types of

samples can be separated linearly after mapping the original

feature space into high-dimensional feature space RB. Thus,

the homogeneous and heterogeneous samples are trained

offline based on SVM by means of the mapped feature space,

respectively.

The computational complexity of non-linear mapping

depends on the number of samples which are closest to the

classification hyperplane, namely support vector (SV), which

are irrelevant to the sample number and the dimension of the

feature. In this sense, the dimension disaster can be avoided

skillfully for the convenience of real-time processing in the

proposed method.

The standard kernel functions include four types, i.e. lin-

ear kernel function, polynomial kernel function, radial basic

function (Rbf) and sigmoid kernel function. Here, Rbf is

selected to handle non-linear classification problems as a

result of its simple parameter setting mode and robust clas-

sification performance. Rbf is described as

K(d i, d) = exp

{

−
|d i − d|2

η

}

(15)

where η stands for the curve variance of the kernel function.

Equation (14) can be rewritten as

max
w

(‖w‖2F /2 −

L
∑

i=1

αi[ri(wK(d i, d) + b) − 1]) (16)

where |wK(d i, d) + b| = 1.

C. INTELLIGENT SAMPLE SELECTION

1) CLASSIFICATION OF THE TESTING SAMPLES

Assume the feature vector of the testing sample is g, and the

corresponding classification function is given by

Class(g) = Sgn

{

∑

i∈SV

αiriK(gi, g) + b

}

(17)

where αi stands for Lagrange multiplier, b is the sample

classification threshold, and Sgn represents the sign function.

αi and b are determined by the employed SVM.

Then, the testing samples are classified based on equa-

tion (17), and marked as ω = 1 or ω = 2 according to the

sample types.

2) SPACE-TIME ADAPTIVE PROCESSING

The CCM is calculated with the selected homogeneous

samples

R∗
ref =

∑

i

xTix
H
Ti, i ∈ {ω = 1} (18)

Based on the CCM, the adaptive weight wT for STAP can be

expressed as

wT =
R∗
ref −1sT

sHT R
∗
ref −1sT

(19)

and clutter suppression is conducted to the testing samples.

Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed method.

FIGURE 4. Flowchart of the proposed method.

D. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The computational complexity of the proposed method

is mainly composed of three parts, i.e. feature extrac-

tion of the training samples, feature extraction of the test-

ing samples and SVM classification. For the first part,

the computational complexity of GIP feature extraction

is O
([

Lselect_train + PQ
]

[PQ]2
)

, while that of the spatial

include angle is negligible. Analogously, the computational

complexity of the second part isO
([

Lselect_test + PQ
]

[PQ]2
)

.

As the third part, the computational complexity of SVM

classification is O
([

Z2 · L · Nsvm
])

, where Lselect_train and

Lselect_test stand for the training sample number and testing

sample number in feature extraction procedure, respectively.

Here, Z indicates the dimension of feature space, and it is set

to 2 in this paper. L is the total number of training samples.

Nsvm is the SV number. Considering that the first part can

be achieved offline, and the computational complexity of the
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third part Z2 · L · Nsvm ≪
[

Lselect_test + PQ
]

[PQ]2. Thus,

the total computational complexity can be approximated as

O
([

Lselect_test + PQ
]

[PQ]2
)

.

Let Lselect be the homogeneous samples selected from

the testing samples. Then the computational complexity

of GIP method, Spectral Similarity (SS) method [14],

KA method [10], and iteration weighting (IW) method [15]

can be expressed as O
(

[L + PQ] [PQ]2 + Lselect [PQ]
2
)

,

O
(

[L + Lselect ] [PQ]
2
)

, O
(

L [PQ]2
)

and O
(

IIterative [L+PQ]

[PQ]2+L [PQ]2
)

, respectively, where IIterative represents the

iteration time.

TABLE 1. Computational complexity of different methods.

Table 1 shows the computational complexity of different

methods. Among the above five methods, the computational

complexity of the proposedmethod is slightly less than that of

GIP method. IW method has the highest computational com-

plexity as a result of its iteration process, while SS method

and KA method possess the least computational complexity.

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed method is

verified based on simulation data. A L-band side-looking

airborne radar array is considered. Simulation parameters are

shown in Table 2. 11 targets are distributed in 201 differ-

ent range gates, where the corresponding SNRs are 8 dB,

16 dB, 11 dB, 9 dB, 10 dB, 6 dB, 12 dB, 13 dB, 7 dB,

14 dB and 15 dB, respectively. Moreover, the normalized

Doppler frequencies of these targets are uniformly dis-

tributed between 0.34 and 0.44. Here, the training samples

and the testing samples employed in the proposed method

are generated independently based on the above simulation

parameters. STAP outputs with different methods are given

FIGURE 5. STAP output using GIP method.

FIGURE 6. STAP output with SS method.

FIGURE 7. STAP output with KA method.

in Figure 5 to 9, where a 60 dB Chebyshev temporal taper is

applied to the Doppler domain. All range gates are employed

in the following STAP processing. Comprehensively, the out-

put SCNR of the proposed method with regard to 11 targets

can be improved significantly compared with other methods.

This is due to the heterogeneous samples can be effectively

eliminated based on intelligent sample selection method.
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FIGURE 8. STAP output with IW method.

FIGURE 9. STAP output with the proposed method.

Thus, the problem of detection loss caused by CCM estima-

tion deviation is alleviated by retaining the samples matched

with the CUT.

FIGURE 10. Sample types of different range gates.

Samples types of different range gates are given

in Figure 10, one can see that the testing samples are classified

exactly by means of the intelligent sample selection strategy.

FIGURE 11. SCNR loss of target 6 with different methods.

Figure 11 takes target 6 as an example to further analyze the

performance of the proposed method quantitatively, where

the output SNR loss with the normalized Doppler frequency

using different methods are compared. The output SNR loss

of the proposed method and IW method are more than 8 dB

higher than other methods, where the performance of the

proposed method has a slightly improvement to IW method.

TABLE 3. Radar system parameters.

B. REAL MEASURED DATA ANALYSIS

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed method is

validated by utilizing the L-band 8-channel real data, mea-

sured in eastern China with an airborne radar system. Radar

system parameters are shown in Table 3. The received data

include interferences, complex terrains and other non-ideal

factors. In order to simulate the AMTI mode more realisti-

cally, a drone aircraft is designed to fly within the antenna’s

main lobe of carrier aircraft. Thus, the measured data is com-

posed of real target echo, real clutter echo and real interfer-

ence echo, with which the performance of different methods

can be compared reliably. Based on multigroup collected data

with different velocity cone angles relative to the along-track

direction, the performance of the proposed method has been

validated several times. Here, we take a group of data as an

example to analyze the effectiveness of different methods.

Figure 12 shows the Range-Doppler data of channel 1 with

250 pulses. Figure 13 is the interferogram of channel 1 and

channel 2. One can see that the interferences and discrete ter-

rain clutters exist in most of the Range-Doppler domain. As a
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FIGURE 12. Range-Doppler data of channel 1 with 250 pulses.

FIGURE 13. Interferogram of channel 1 and channel 2.

result, the subsequent processing is based on heterogeneous

clutters and complicated electromagnetic factors.

The three-dimensional images of the GIP method,

SSmethod, KAmethod, IWmethod and the proposedmethod

after clutter suppression are given in Figure 14 to 18, where

FSA [16] is selected as the dimension reduction technology.

The temporal taper is consistent with that in Section 4.1.

FIGURE 14. STAP output with GIP method.

FIGURE 15. STAP output with SS method.

FIGURE 16. STAP output with KA method.

FIGURE 17. STAP output with IW method.

For GIP methods, high proportion of heterogeneous sam-

ples in the real measured data would cause the deviation of

GIP value, which deteriorates the clutter suppression per-

formance. SS method chooses the screening criterion for

different types of samples based on the spectrum similarity

between the testing samples and the CUT, which is suitable

for targets with high SCNR. Nevertheless, the RCS of the

drone aircraft is less than 1m2. Therefore, the target spectrum

is submerged by the clutter spectrum because of low SNR,

which results in the detection loss inevitably. For KAmethod,
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FIGURE 18. STAP output with the proposed method.

the clutter suppression performance depends on the accuracy

of prior CCM. However, inaccurate prior information may

deteriorate the performance, so it is generally applicable to

complex radar systems in which robust prior information

can be provided. In this section, the prior information is

achieved by employing the previous frame data. IW method

improves the output SCNR by eliminating the heterogeneous

samples involved in the calculation of CCM iteratively based

on the continually updated GIP value. The application of

this method is mainly restricted by the high computational

complexity caused by multiple iterations.

The experimental results based on real measured data show

that the CCM obtained by the proposed method is better

matched with the CUT. The clutters and interferences in the

whole range Doppler plane can be suppressed to the noise

level approximately (except for some discrete sidelobe clut-

ter). Meanwhile, the output SNR of the drone aircraft located

within the main clutter lobe is obviously improved based on

our intelligent sample selection strategy, compared with other

methods.

FIGURE 19. STAP output of the target drone with different methods.

To evaluate the performance of these methods in detail,

slices of the drone aircraft along Doppler bins are compared

in Figure 19. One can see that the relative amplitude curve

of the proposed method decreases fastest than other methods.

Moreover, the relative amplitude after clutter suppression is

about 5-15dB more than that of other methods. Thus, the pro-

posed method is more conducive for STAP.

V. CONCLUSION

An intelligent learning-based STAP method is proposed

for heterogeneous environment in this paper. The proposed

method has the following advantages over conventional sam-

ple selection methods. Firstly, the sample selection threshold

of the proposed method is obtained through off-line training

with a large amount of training samples and can be more

robust in the varied environment compared with the meth-

ods adjusting the threshold manually. Secondly, the ampli-

tude histogram and the spatial included angle histogram

are introduced to describe sample characteristics on account

of the space-time property, and the two features properly

reflects the difference between the homogeneous samples

and the heterogeneous samples in space-time domain. Thus,

the STAP detection performance can be improved by elim-

inating the heterogeneous samples caused by interferences,

non-ideal terrains and target expansion components. More-

over, the proposed method applies supervised learning rather

than unsupervised learning to extract the representative sam-

ple features and reduce the redundant features, which alle-

viates the computational complexity problem in real-time

STAP processing. Experimental results indicate that the pro-

posedmethod improves both the accuracy of CCMestimation

and the processing efficiency. Our future work will concen-

trate on exploring other representative feature space based

on our existing research to obtain better sample classification

performance in complex scenes.
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